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...what we always meant by socialism 

wasn't something you forced on 

people, it was people organizing 

themselves as they pleased into co-

ops, collectives, communes, unions.... 

And if socialism really is better, more 

efficient than capitalism, then it can 

bloody well compete with capitalism. 

So we decided, forget all the statist 

shit and the violence: the best place 

for socialism is the closest to a free 

market you can get!

A Practical Guide to How You Can Stop 

Paying for War by Living Simply and 

Eliminating Your Tax Liability



This pamphlet is distributed by the

We are individualists, agorists, market anarchists, 

mutualists, voluntary socialists, and others on the 

libertarian left. We oppose statism, militarism, 

sexism, racism, and the prevailing state capitalism 

fraudulently labeled “the free market.” We are for 

peace, individual freedom, truly freed markets, 

solidarity, voluntary cooperation, and mutual aid. We 

fight for liberation in Las Vegas through 

education, nonviolent direct action, and cooperative 

counter-institutions—not petitions, symbolic protests 

or electoral politics. We are working to build a 

new society within the shell of the old.

Interested? Want to meet like-minded people? 

Check out:

http://libertarianleft.org/

MA7: INTERNATIONAL APARTHEID

Charles Johnson (2007, 2008) • $1.25

Two essays by the individualist anarchist writer Charles Johnson 

on the brutal consequences of government border laws and the 

need for uncompromising urgency in the struggle to abolish 

them.

“According to the ruling elite of the United States, as well as the 

rank-and-file of the Know-Nothing bellowing blowhard busybody 

brigade, all the people of the world must be segregated 

according to their nationality. If they won’t stay in ‘their’ place 

voluntarily, then the government had better make them stay 

there through paramilitary lockdowns at national borders and 

rigid enforcement of a state-imposed passbook (‘visa,’ 

‘passport’) system to control where people can live and work, 

which is to say a system of government permission slips for 

existing.”

“And all for what? To avoid the voluntary co-mingling of people 

from different countries? To ensure that the people of the world 

hear only one language, live and work with people of only one 

nationality, remain segregated, either by penning them up in 

their government-appointed place or else by making sure you can monitor all their movements 

according to a government-created system of passbooks and minders? The idea would be laughable if 

not for all the ghosts—the ghosts of millions upon millions of real, living, irreplaceable and unique 

individual people, who were turned back, ruined, persecuted, mutilated, tortured, starved, and 

murdered for the sake of that idea. There is another way….”

Las Vegas, Nevada

MA8: IF YOU WORK FOR PEACE, STOP PAYING FOR WAR!

Gina Lunori (2003) • $1.25

After electoral “Change” has come on gone, while the war drags 

on without end,Gina Lunori’s call for new strategies in the 

struggle against the warfare State is a much needed bit of clarity 

and serious thought. Iif we are going to get out from under, it will 

take new efforts that bypass electoral politics and strike at the 

heart of the matter — by denying the warfare State the material 

support that it needs to sustain itself.

“Voting is kind like gambling on sports, but slightly more sacred 

…. You’ve got to play to win, and playing with only a vote is 

hardly playing at all. The people who place big bets, in large 

denominations, are the ones who get the big pay-outs. The rest 

of us are just paying the house. … Myself, I'm sick of arguing 

with the government. I don’t have any more argument with the 

government — I know what kind of beast it is, and I know what 

kind of woman I am. … If you love liberty, if you hate war, you 

should at once withdraw your support from the government. 

Withdrawing your moral support isn’t enough — it’s your 

practical support that the government feeds on — it doesn’t give 

a damn what your opinions are….”

for a full listing, see <http://vegas.libertarianleft.org/distro>

order individual booklets for yourself, or print runs localized with covers 

and contact information for your hometown & your group!



How To Resist the Federal Income Tax 

Through the “Don’t Owe Nothin’” Method

I. Introduction

This “how-to” guide is designed to introduce you to a way to stop paying 

federal income tax in the United States, legally and by-the-book, by keeping your 

taxable income low and by qualifying for certain credits.  I call this “The DON 

Method” (short for “Don’t Owe Nothin’”).

This guide is for people who are considering tax resistance but aren’t 

sure how to go about it.  It may also be useful to people who simply want to pay 

less federal income tax, whatever their motives.

Disclaimer

IMPORTANT:  This guide was last updated in 2008 and is based on 

my understanding of tax law at that time.  Tax law changes from year to year, and 

so my understanding may not be up-to-date.  I am not an attorney, an accountant 

or a tax expert.  I’m sharing what I know, or what I think I know, and you’d be wise 

to get a second opinion on anything you read here from someone who really 

knows what they’re talking about.

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND THERE IS NO 

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING (BUT 

NOT LIMITED TO) ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A 

PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THIS DOCUMENT IS 

INTENDED TO PROVIDE GENERAL INFORMATION AND IS NOT INTENDED 

TO BE APPLIED TO ANY PARTICULAR FACTS NOR TO SERVE AS LEGAL 

ADVICE. NEITHER THE PUBLISHER NOR THE AUTHOR IS RESPONSIBLE 

FOR ANY ERRORS OR OMISSIONS OR FOR ANY CONSEQUENCES OF ANY 

RELIANCE ON THIS DOCUMENT. 

Why I wrote this

Here’s a brief history of how I got interested in this subject and why I 

thought it was important to create this guide:

In March of 2003 I decided to stop paying the federal income tax because 

I did not want to fund the government’s activities.  I decided to do this by lowering 

my taxable income and taking credits that reduced my tax burden to zero — what 

I’m calling “The DON Method.”

I was surprised to discover that I could earn quite a bit of income, and live 

very comfortably, without paying federal income tax and without having to go up 

Interested? Meet up with fellow tax resisters 

in your hometown....

by Charles Johnson, Las Vegas ALL

Anyone trying to make big change is going to need a community standing 

with her. The Alliance of the Libertarian Left includes many people from around 

the country who have chosen to eliminate their federal income tax liability in order 

to stop funding war and repression. If you're interested in these ideas and would 

like to meet other people who are working through similar changes in their own 

lives, you may want to get in touch with like-minded people who are interested in 

talking with you about what you are thinking about doing. The Alliance of the 

Libertarian Left can help put you in touch with ALLies in your hometown who are 

also interested in getting out from under war taxes. We can share our 

experiences, pool information, spread important news, help each other with the 

process of preparing and filing the tax forms, and talk about ways that we can 

work together to support each other and other tax resisters.

You can get in touch with ALLies in your hometown by contacting the 

Alliance of the Libertarian Left's organizing committee, through 

<http://libertarianleft.org/>.



against the IRS.  I could play by the IRS’s own rules and still pay nothing.

I was also surprised to learn that the tax resistance movements have 

downplayed the effectiveness of this method and exaggerated its difficulty. If you 

read the most up-to-date war tax resistance literature, for instance, you’d have 

the impression that you’d have to live well below the poverty line in order to 

practice The DON Method — and this is far from true!

II. Is this Method Right for You?

People use many methods of tax resistance.  None of these is the right 

method for everybody.  The method you choose will depend on your situation and 

on what you hope to achieve.  I cover only The DON Method in this guide.

Questions You Should Ask

Before deciding on a method of tax resistance, you should ask yourself 

some questions about your situation, your motives, and your goals.  For instance:

“Do I want to stop paying all federal income taxes, or just 

taxes that pay for things I disapprove of?”

Some people don’t object to being taxed by the government, they just 

object to how the government spends some of that money.  Some war tax 

resisters, for instance, aren’t opposed to taxes on principle, but do object to the 

gigantic military budget.  Some of these people protest by trying not to pay only 

that percentage of their taxes that goes to military spending.  Others avoid paying 

taxes altogether, but then voluntarily pay a portion of what they would have paid 

in taxes for things of community benefit that they feel the government underfunds. 

 The DON Method is more appropriate to people who want to stop paying any 

federal income tax at all.

The DON Method is only designed to eliminate your federal income tax 

burden, though. You’ll still be paying other taxes — for instance the payroll (FICA) 

tax.  If you want to avoid these taxes also, you’ll have to choose another method 

or supplement this method.

“Would I be comfortable living on less money?”

And if so, how much less?  For many people it is possible to avoid paying 

federal income tax without living on much less.  About one person in three who 

files an income tax return today is already living under the tax threshold.  But if 

you’re used to earning and spending a lot of money, or if you have debts or other 

obligations that require you to earn and spend a lot of money, the DON Method 

federal government (and he remembers to put that into his IRA as part of his 

$5,000 contribution).  Over the course of the year, he’s put $10,625 away for 

retirement, put $2,850 away to pay his medical bills (or for retirement, if he stays 

healthy), spent $2,500 on university classes, and another $2,000 to get his 

business off the ground.  Subtracting the FICA that was taken from his paycheck, 

that’s left him $18,056 to spend however he wants, plus a business, plus some 

new education, plus $10,625 invested to spend in his old age and $2,850 to cover 

his health insurance deductible if need be.  Not too shabby.

Wages ($37,500) + Stock sold ($1,250) + Business earnings ($150) − retirement savings 

($10,625) − Health Savings ($2,850) − Tuition ($2,500) − Business expenses ($2,000) − FICA 

($2,869) = $18,056 free-and-clear

Joe figures he can live on $18,056 next year pretty easily, and can even 

save up a little for a couple of years from now when he runs out of that rotten 

internet stock and he has to squeeze things a little tighter.  He figures he’ll 

probably be pretty good at living on the cheap by then, though.

Joe’s cousin Jane earns only $18,500 a year.  By the time she’s paid her 

taxes — including over $1,000 in federal income tax — she has only about 

$16,050 left to live on.  She can’t believe that Joe, who earns $19,000 more than 

she does, doesn’t have to pay any federal income tax at all.  She’s going to go 

through the numbers herself and see if maybe she could try the DON Method too.



might not work for you.  Read on, though, because you may be surprised at how 

much you can earn and still be practicing DON.

“Am I willing to break the law?”

If not, don’t worry — DON is legal.  But if you are willing to break the law, there 

are other tax resistance options you might find appealing.  For instance, you 

could supplement The DON Method by earning income under-the-table in the 

romantically-named  “underground economy.”  Or you could hide your income in 

sneaky trusts and offshore accounts.  Or you could file returns that falsely state 

your income and claim deductions and credits that you don’t actually qualify for. 

 The sky’s the limit.  Of course, you run the risk of getting caught and so forth.

“Do I want to fight for currently unrecognized interpretations 

of tax law?”

and “Am I willing to risk the wrath of the IRS & courts?”

Some people use methods that aren’t black-and-white illegal, but are 

certainly not approved of by the authorities.  For instance, some people claim that 

they can’t pay taxes because they are obeying a higher law like the Nuremberg 

Principles.  Others claim that the income tax isn’t a legal obligation at all because 

no law authorizing it was correctly passed,

or because such a law is unconstitutional.  The IRS and the courts are not 

sympathetic to methods like these, but they occasionally meet with some limited 

success.  The advantage of methods like these is that you earn as much income 

as you like, you don’t have to fuss about deductions and credits, and you still 

don’t pay any taxes.  The disadvantage is that the government may eventually 

crush you like a grape.

The DON Method is not like these methods.  The DON Method is done 

by playing by the IRS’s own rules as it defines them.

“Is it important that my tax resistance be a protest — a 

confrontation with the government — and not just a personal 

act?”

and “Do I want to stop cooperating with the government in 

every way?”

Because The DON Method is done by-the-book and according-to-the-

rules, some people feel that it doesn’t adequately express their opposition to the 

to pay off.  When the magazines came out with his ads, he got his first of several 

freelance jobs in November, and his first check (only $150) arrived just before the 

end of the year.

He then sold off a bunch of dot-com stock he’d bought several years ago. 

This brought in another $1,250 in income (but he’d bought the stock for $5,000 so 

he really got hosed — $3,750 in losses).  He can take $3,000 of those capital 

losses as a deduction this year and save the leftover $750 for next year’s taxes.

Income ($37,500) − 401k deduction ($5,625) − Health Savings Account contribution ($2,850) − 

commuter checks ($300) − Business Expense ($2,000) + Business Income ($150) − Capital Loss 

($3,000) = $23,125 TOTAL INCOME

Joe’s been lowering his expenses all year because he knew he might be 

quitting his job, but he’s still kind of strapped for cash.  He needs to put $5,000 

into an IRA to make the DON Method work for him, though.  He does some 

research and discovers that the IRS will let him take credit for putting money into 

an IRA before he actually makes the contribution, as long as he eventually puts 

the money in before the April 15th tax deadline next year.  So he goes ahead and 

declares the $5,000 contribution on his tax return in February, but waits until he 

gets his refund check from the IRS before he actually makes the contribution.

He also takes $2,500 worth of classes from the local university’s 

extension course series to help with his business and editing skills.

Total Income ($23,125) − IRA ($5,000) − Tuition ($2,500) = $15,625 ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME

Joe’s only able to take a single personal exemption and an ordinary 

standard deduction because he doesn’t have any dependents and when he 

calculated his itemized deductions they didn’t amount to much.

Adjusted Gross Income ($15,625) − Standard deduction ($5,450) − Personal exemption ($3,500) 

= $6,675 TAXABLE INCOME

Joe looks in the tax table for the tax on $6,675: $668.  He then fills out 

the Retirement Savings Contributions Credit form.  This form says that because 

his Adjustable Gross Income is below $16,000, he can take 50% of the first 

$2,000 that he put into retirement accounts (like his 401k and IRA) as a tax credit. 

 This is a $1,000 credit.  Alas, the IRS won’t let you take more of this credit than 

you owe in taxes, so it only eliminates the tax rather than converting it into a 

refund.  However, Joe is satisfied and claims victory. 

Tax on $6,675 ($668) − Retirement Savings Contributions Credit ($668) = $0 tax owed

Joe files his return and in a few weeks gets a check for $3,881 from the 



government.

If your blood pressure goes up every time someone asks for your Social 

Security number or some bureaucrat asks you to fill out a form, you’ll probably 

resent the paperwork and the attention to the law that is required to get the most 

out of The DON Method.  (But it’s really not all that bad, I promise).

It is certainly possible to combine The DON Method with another form of 

protest that is more confrontational.  But if you don’t think the government has 

any right to make you choose between carefully regulating your income and 

paying it taxes — or to force you to make a yearly confession of your income and 

expenditures in the first place — this might make you want to resist taxation in a 

more in-your-face manner.

III. How The DON Method Works

The DON Method works by taking two paths simultaneously. The federal 

income tax isn’t designed to tax all of your income, just your “taxable income.”  So 

path #1 involves removing as much of your income as possible from the “taxable 

income” category.

Once you’ve done this, you’ll end up with a certain amount of “taxable 

income” and a certain amount of tax owed on it.  But that’s not the end of the 

story.  This tax can be offset, eliminated or even reversed into a “refund” by using 

various credits.  Path #2 is qualifying for these credits.

Then, once you run the numbers and figure out how much money you 

can earn and spend without owing taxes, you need to take a look at your lifestyle 

and your goals and adjust them if necessary so that you’re living in your means at 

this income level.

That’s it, in a nutshell.  The remainder of this guide will go into this in 

greater detail.  By the end of the guide you should know enough that you can 

investigate for yourself if The DON Method will work for you.

IV. Path 1: Get Your Income Out of the “Taxable 

Income” Category

In the course of filling out a 1040 form, your “income” cascades through 

several levels, changing a little each time.  The major levels are from income to 

“total income,” from “total income” to “adjusted gross income,” and finally from 

“adjusted gross income” to “taxable income.”

From income to “total income”

Income, in the abstract, is just whatever money you brought in over the 

course of the year.  But “income” according to the IRS is not so simple.

Additional Benefits of a Reduced Income

You may find that there are other benefits to paying closer attention to 

your spending and regulating your income.  You may find that although your 

income goes down, your hourly wage rises — you’ll be making more per hour 

because you’re not giving a cut to the government.  You may also find that you 

don’t have to work as much as you used to — you can take more time off to do 

things you want to do.

You’ll probably also find that your state income tax falls to nothing or 

nearly nothing.  You may discover that by lowering your spending, you’re 

participating in a “voluntary simplicity” lifestyle that decreases your environmental 

footprint and reduces the influence of

superficial consumerism in your life.  If you’re a follower of Jesus, you may come 

to fear less his warning that “It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a 

needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God.”

Money is taxed not only as income, but also can be taxed when you 

spend it (as excise taxes), and then again when some of it turns into profit where 

you spent it, and then again when that profit is used to pay more taxable wages 

or buy more taxed goods.  If you spend less, you will also reduce the amount of 

money you’re pushing through this gantlet of taxation.

VIII. Conclusion

Now you know the basics of how to legally stop paying federal income 

tax by lowering your taxable income and by qualifying for tax credits.  And you 

know what to do next, in terms of research and lifestyle reassessment.  To help 

make things more vivid, I’ll conclude with a fictional example of someone 

practicing The DON Method.

Example:

By September, Joe Taxmenot had earned $37,500 at his job and he had 

$5,625 in 401k deductions deducted from his wages, along with $2,850 for his 

Health Savings Account to pay his insurance deductible, $300 for pre-tax 

commuter checks, $2,869 in FICA, and $3,881 in federal income tax.  Then he 

decided he didn’t want to pay the federal income tax anymore and he began to try 

to get that $3,881 back by using The DON Method.

He quit his job and started a home business doing freelance manuscript 

editing.  He went through all of the paperwork and fees involved to get a 

legitimate business license, and, to get the word out about his business, he put 

some advertisements in magazines catering to authors and scriptwriters. By the 

time he’d finished with this, he’d spent $2,000 on his new business, but it started 



Some income is invisible to the tax collector.  For instance, if you had 

money deducted from your paycheck to go into a 401k retirement account or a 

Health Savings Account — that is money you earned, but the IRS doesn’t include 

it in the year’s income.

There are other ways to shield your money from taxes.  At my last job, for 

instance, I had money withheld from my paycheck to buy my bus and subway 

passes, and this money like my 401k contributions did not register as part of my 

“total income.”

Keep your eye out for opportunities like this.  If you’re on the payroll 

somewhere, ask around to find out what pre-tax contributions you’re eligible to 

make.  Consider switching to a variety of health insurance that qualifies for Health 

Savings Accounts.

Your “total income” also includes any “capital gains” you might have 

made during the year — for instance, if you sold stock or property at a profit.  On 

the other hand, if for instance you sold stock at a loss you can subtract this loss 

when calculating the “total income” (up to $3,000 — don’t worry if you lost more 

than this because you can save up the rest of the loss to use in future tax years).

Similarly, if you run your own business, the business loss or gain gets 

figured into your “total income.”  Some tax resisters find that starting a home 

business is a good way of helping to regulate income — in years when income 

gets too high, they invest more in the business and take a business loss; in years 

when other income is low, they put more effort into making their home business 

profitable.  (You can’t run your home business at a loss every year, though, or the 

IRS will decide that what you’ve got isn’t a business so much as a hobby, and 

your deduction may go away, retroactively.)

Among the other things that are added to your income are interest, 

dividends, alimony, and unemployment compensation.

This is just a brief introduction to some of the ways your “total income” is 

calculated.  I haven’t gone into it in much detail because I’m really not qualified to 

go into specifics about how business expenses are handled (for instance) and 

such a discussion would be too long for the purpose of this guide.

From “total income” to “adjusted gross income”

By “adjusted” they mean “lowered” because all of the adjustments are 

deductions (so use as many of these as you can).  Your “adjusted gross income” 

is what is used to calculate some of the credits that I cover in “Path 2” below — 

and the lower it is, the better.  For myself, the key to qualifying for credits that 

brought my taxes down to zero is to get my “adjusted gross income” under 

$16,000.

One of the best of these deductions is for a tax-deferred Individual 

the EITC (and many of them fail to take advantage of it), but it does typically 

require having a very low income — lower than is strictly necessary for The DON 

Method.

VI. Do the Math!

There’s only one way for you to find out if you can use the DON Method 

to eliminate your federal income tax burden.  There is no substitute for sitting 

down and doing the math yourself or with the help of a professional.

The IRS has some helpful information at their web site and a toll-free 

phone line for answering tax-related questions at 1-800-829-1040.  If you’re 

adventurous, you can create a computer spreadsheet to simulate your tax return, 

or you can obtain some software designed for the purpose, or sit down with a tax 

specialist to run the numbers.

Try out some different combinations of earnings, deductions and credits 

to find out which would work best for you, and then, based on that, figure out what 

your budget would be for the year if you were to follow through on that plan.

VII. Make the Adjustment!

You’ll probably find that to use The DON Method, you won’t have to lower 

your income as much as you expected. But you may find that because you’ll be 

spending or saving some of it in particular ways in order to qualify for deductions 

and credits that there is less left over than you’re accustomed to.

At this point you can either throw up your hands and cry out “how can I 

live on so little?” or you can settle down and actually try to figure out how.

Keep in mind that what looks low to you probably looks like a fortune to 

the majority of people on earth — and that it probably doesn’t look all that bad to 

many of your fellow Americans either.  Remember that about a third of the people 

who file taxes in the U.S. are living under the federal income tax line, many just 

because they don’t make a lot of money — not because they’ve made a special 

effort to do DON.

What would it take for you to live on less?  It’s probably just a matter of 

spending less and spending more wisely.  Maybe you have to work to get out of 

debt first, or maybe you have to give up an expensive habit or hobby.  Or it may 

be more extreme: you may have to move to a less expensive home and change 

your lifestyle fairly radically.  Or maybe you have to convince your spouse or 

children to go along with your crazy plan first. Whatever that next step is, it’s 

probably something you can start working on today.



Retirement Account (IRA) — not only because the money you put in (typically, up 

to $5,000) is deducted right away from your “total income” but because by putting 

money in a retirement account, you can qualify for a generous credit (which I’ll 

cover in the “Path 2” section below).  Beware, though, that there are forms of 

 IRA, such as the “Roth IRA,” that aren’t tax-deferred and that won’t lower your 

adjusted gross income.  Ask about the tax ramifications before you invest.

You can also “adjust” up to $4,000 off of your income by spending money 

on tuition for higher education.  Take a night-school class at the local university 

and you can deduct the price of your tuition from your “total income.”  (Do a little 

research to find out what fees other than tuition also qualify for this deduction, 

and what kind of schools qualify).  You may also be able to set aside money for 

your child’s higher education in a tax-deferred account.

If you run your own business or are otherwise self-employed, you may be 

able to take a number of deductions here on things like your health insurance 

costs, and part of the cost of your payroll taxes (FICA).  If instead you’re working 

for someone else, and you had to move to a new home closer to work to get the 

job, you can deduct some of the moving expenses.

Other deductions are available for interest paid on student loans and on 

educational supplies bought by teachers.  These aren’t the only deductions, and I 

haven’t covered any of them in much depth or detail. It’s just an overview to give 

you a feel for what is available.

From “adjusted gross income” to “taxable income”

There are two remaining deductions: the personal exemption, and the 

itemized or standard deduction.  Once these are subtracted, you are left with your 

“taxable income.”

The personal exemption is just a certain amount of income that the law 

lets you have tax-free, no questions asked.  Don’t get too excited — it’s only 

$3,500.  You also get a similarly-sized exemption for each of your dependents.

The standard deduction is similar, and somewhat larger, but you have the 

option of either taking it or “itemizing.”  By itemizing, you can take a whole mess 

of deductions for things like charitable donations, medical expenses, interest paid 

on loans, job expenses, tax preparation fees, and such.  Even so, for a lot of 

people, the standard deduction is higher than their itemized deductions would be, 

so they’re better off taking the standard deduction instead.  (About one-third of 

filers itemize rather than taking the standard deduction.)

Once you’ve made these two deductions, you have your “taxable income” 

and you can look at the table in the back of the tax booklet to find out how much 

you’re supposed to pay up.  But don’t get out the checkbook yet because you’re 

only half-done.

Wait a minute — what about the “alternative 

minimum tax?”

In order to keep rich people from getting away with taking a lot of 

deductions and not paying any taxes (in other words to make sure that you can’t 

make too much money while doing The DON Method), the “alternative minimum 

tax” was invented.

If your “adjusted gross income” was up above the $40,000 range, you 

may have to worry about this.  However, if it was that high, you’re probably not 

going to slip under the tax line anyway, so I’m not going to cover this in any more 

detail here.  For most everybody using The DON Method, the “alternative 

minimum tax” won’t be an issue.

V. Path 2: Use Credits to Eliminate Your Tax Liability

There are a handful of ways you can get tax credits.  These credits are 

not deductions that are subtracted from your income, instead you subtract them 

directly from the tax you would otherwise owe.  For instance, if you looked up 

your taxable income in the tax table and found that you should owe $750,

but you qualify for a $500 credit — that credit is subtracted directly from the owed 

tax: $750 − $500 = $250.

Among these credits is one for education expenses (but note you can 

either take this credit or the deduction on tuition I mentioned in “Path 1” above — 

not both).  Another gives you a credit for income tax you’ve paid to a foreign 

government.  Another gives you a credit if you spent money on child care or 

dependent care.  You also get a per-child “Child Tax Credit.” My favorite credit, 

though (childless as I am), is the retirement savings contributions credit.

Remember how when you put money into a 401k or an IRA, you were 

able to deduct that amount from your income before calculating your tax?  Well 

now it gets better.  You can take a certain percentage of the first $2,000 you put 

into retirement accounts as a credit.  If your “adjusted gross income” is low 

enough, that percentage is 50%, and your credit is as much as $1,000, which will 

drop your tax burden down to zero. That’s how I did it.

The “Earned Income Tax Credit” is a special creature.  Most other credits 

allow you, at best, to lower your tax to zero.  The Earned Income Tax Credit 

allows you to lower your tax below zero so that the government actually owes you 

money.

In order to qualify for this, your adjusted gross income has to be very low 

(but you must have earned some income during the year).  It’s also easier to 

qualify if you have at least one dependent child.  Millions of people do qualify for 




